Measurements of the adhesion forces between explosive particles and various substrates
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Technical Approach

Abstract
Most of the military and improvised
explosive used by terrorists have low vapor
pressure. Therefore, the detection of these
explosives is based on sampling of
particles mostly by swab materials (cloth).
This study is based on force measurements
between explosive particles and substrates
using the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).
A particle is glued to the tip on a
cantilever. This process is performed under
an optical microscope as shown in Fig. 1
below. Once the particle is attached to the
cantilever the force between the particle
and a substrate can be obtained by moving
the particle towards the surface while
recording the cantilever deflection. If the
force constant associated with the
cantilever is known the adhesion force can
be obtained. Typical force curve is shown
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1: Device used to glue
particles to the cantilever.
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Fig. 3: Adhesion force of RDX, HMX and PETN particles
to glass and stainless steel surfaces. Force
measurements carried out in air and under water.
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Fig. 2: Typical force curve. The
“jump-to-contact” at point 1 used to
obtain Hamaker constants while the
“detachment jump” at point 2 used
to estimate the adhesion forces.

Fig. 4: Hamaker constants for RDX, HMX and PETN
particles at glass and stainless steel surfaces. Force
measurements carried out in air and under water.

Relevance
The detailed understanding of the forces
that act between explosive particle and
various substrates is essential to the design
of efficient swab materials. There are two
main aspects associated with this, the first
is the optimized morphology to be used
and the other is related to the chemical
nature of the swab material surface.
Additional issues that may be crucial are
influence of humidity and other types of
substrate wetting (such as finger prints) on
the particle-substrate adhesion strength.
The results reported here constitute a first
step towards detailed understanding of the
explosive particle-substrate interaction.
This type of information will allows us to
design more efficient swab materials.

Accomplishments Through Current Year
Large fraction of the results reported here were
measured during the last year . The force
measurements between explosive particles and
different end groups of monolayer were carried out
for the first time to the best of our knowledge.

Future Work
Presently we are performing electronic structure
calculations to rationalize the force measurements
between explosive particles and various end groups
(Figs. 5 and 6 above).. In addition, the force
measurements will be extended to other substrates
both hard (such as rubber and various plastic) and
soft (including various cloth and if possible human
skin)

Fig. 5: Adhesion force measurements between a gold
plated tip covered with a monolayer of molecules with
different end groups. The horizontal axis describes the
different molecular-end groups examined. Measurements
under water eliminate contributions of capillary forces.

Fig. 6: Measurements in air correspond to forces due
to dispersion interactions as well as contributions from
forces related to capillary condensation.

Opportunities for Transition to
Customer
Some of the findings of this study suggest
that different end groups might interact
more strongly that others with explosive
particles. One can use this type of
information to device functionalization
processes for swab materials that will
enhance adhesion to explosive particles.
Such development is our goal for the future.

Patent Submissions

No patents were registered so far.
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